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Project description
all different people and departments. For this intention, the circular
design plays a vital role in easing internal accessibility to all employees. Following this concept, also the interior design is characterised
by an open atmosphere with large rooms and no partition walls. Like
all other Apple products, every single detail of the new headquarters
has been designed carefully to capture founder Steve Jobs‘ complex
vision for the space.

Elevator shaft

The iconic new headquarter of Apple is designed by none other than
famous architect Lord Norman Foster, who was selected personally
from Steve Jobs. According to Foster‘s plan, the Campus should be
very green and simple, inspired by his previous project Abu Dhabi
city of Masdar. One of the most important objectives of Apple‘s new
headquarters is to house 12,000 employees in only one building to
encourage a close cooperation and transparency between

Six stories are connected by elevators
Source: City of Cupertino

Avoid propagation of smoke

Product benefits

The signature Main Building consists of four stories above ground and
two basement levels with parking areas, which are connected by several elevators. In the event of a fire, the elevator shafts act as a chimney
and cause the smoke to spread throughout the building. For that reason, the IBC (International Building Code) requires for all buildings with
four or more stories, an isolation from the elevator shaft on each floor
to prevent the spread of smoke. Unlike all other possible solutions,
only Smoke Protection Curtains could satisfy Apple’s complex vision.
The curtains were mounted completely invisible in the suspended
ceilings. Therefore this solution harmoniously supports the building’s
characteristics of a clean design and open atmosphere.

 Reliable smoke protection in the event of an emergency
 Invisible integration in sophisticated designs for elevator
lounges and lobby areas
 Elevator curtains allows for egress and access after the system
is activated
 No interference with elevator door operations
 Drive unit with fail-safe technology allows closing without
auxiliary power
 The Stoebich Smoke Curtain GX meets all code requirements
and UL 1784 testing
 OHPD preapproval certifies the functionality after a seismic event

stoebich.us

Installation options and product properties
Stoebich Smoke Curtain PX with Egress
More than 30 Stoebich Smoke Curtain PX systems were installed in
elevator lobbies on two parking levels directly in front of the
elevators. According to the specified color concept, areas required
the use of one of Apple’s nine defined color options. The installed
systems matched the specified color concept accordingly and were
mounted in hidden glass niches to create an invisible look. The
curtains are designed with 2 large doors and magnetic bottom bars.
This allows elevator occupants to exit and fire departments to access
the elevators.

Stoebich Smoke Curtain GX
The Smoke Curtain GX is especially designed to be used in conjunction with fire-resistive Elevator Hoistway Doors and Frames. The
systems were installed almost invisible in suspended ceilings, directly
in front of the elevator openings. They prevent the spread of smoke
through the elevator shafts onto other levels. These systems give the
freedom of designing visually appealing elevator lobbies and saves
considerable space in comparison to other solutions. In total, 15
Smoke Curtain GX systems are installed at Apple Campus 2.
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Product:

Stoebich Smoke Curtain PX with Egress
Stoebich Smoke Curtain GX
Installation type: Automatic smoke curtain for elevator doors
Protection target: Smoke protection
Manufacturer:
Stoebich Fire Protection
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